
 Neighbor’s house/Westchester Square 

Earlier in the week Colt had come to pick me up on the west side 231st 

street .He was a little light on cash and I had recently robbed the 

neighbor of my mother’s apartment. Looking back I’m embarrassed by 

this especially with all the drama it caused afterwards. Anyway Shit was 

crazy my mother lived in a 5th floor walk up apartment .Me and my 

brother shared a room with a Fire escape which in the summer was like 

having another room. Well the neighbor’s bed room was next window. 

This night I can see the curtains blowing in and out from the breeze 

blowing. 

 I quietly walk over and peek in and see he’s actually sleeping as I look 

to the left I can see a big jar of change. The problem was I couldn’t 

reach it so I listened, and waited, he was out cold .So I then decided to 

step in with one leg and reach and grab the jar. It was heavy. I get in my 

room which was dark with the black light and posters remember?  So I 

go in the bathroom and bingo!  It was all quarters. I hang out a couple 

hours smoke some weed and pass out. The next day wake up like 10:00 

what do I do?  

I jimmy the window lock and go back in this time I find a little cash, his 

weed stash in a little box on his living room table. I get back in my 

apartment and start counting it, came to a few hundred dollars which 

at the time was like a million. So Colt comes gets me in his latest stolen 

car and we head to the parkway and start our regular routine of 

partying and hanging out. I remember speaking to my brother who said 

the neighbor is going off. For the next year every time I seen him which 

was usually in the hallway both drunk trying to get to our apartments, 

he’d ask did you do it? And every time I’d say no and denied it. 



During the same time we hit the beer distributor and Martin Paint we 

tried to hit a larger hardware store on East Tremont. It was one of 

those nights were it was drizzling on and off all night we had taken 

some mescaline and were hanging out partying  at Bronx Park east. I 

remember clearly what I was wearing.New Puma sneakers, Lee jeans, 

and a black and gold puma shirt. All bought on Fordham road on the 

same block as Crazy Eddies.  

I remember that because I wanted to buy a boom box but, settled on 

the clothes. Anyway so were chillin at Peli deli and decide to take a ride 

.We head down Pelham parkway and take a right on Williamsbridge 

road and start cruising slowly down towards Westchester Square. The 

rain is coming down the cars getting all fogged up with the weed and 

cigarettes blowing coupled with the humidity of the air. We cracked the 

windows; it felt good with the rain and wind slightly hitting our faces as 

we tried to refocus on what we were doing. We pass McDonalds and a 

little further down we can see Woolworths to the right which we 

looked at each other and started laughing.. Then before Lehman H.S we 

could see the hardware store.  

The rain eased up but, the mescaline kicked in full gear now everything 

was a glow. So we cruise around to see what’s up, everything looked 

good no sign of people it was quiet. So we decide to start breaking in 

the wall close to the dumpster side for cover. Were taking a turns 

swinging those sledge hammers while the other keeps an eye out .It 

was well after midnight, so we continue for another 15 minutes or so 

and with that it starts dumping. We run to the car, jump in and start it 

to turn on the heat. It was now cold and the mescaline compounded 

the cold. Colt decides to roll joint as I’m wiping the rain from my face 



and arms, next thing we hear sirens we look at each other .Now we see 

the lights coming towards us. 

The cops quickly surround us a couple get out weapons drawn and 

scream “put our hands on our “fucking heads”! I put my hands up I look 

at Colt, and it was like slow motion he starts to raise his hands and then 

in real time he floors the gas pedal grabs the steering wheel and 

swerves to avoid hitting the cop. Now the cops are shooting at us pop! 

Pop! Pop! And they start chasing us in the cars the rain is dumping all I 

could see was a bunch of lights shit was like a video game. They 

surrounded us and we jump out and start running. As were running cars 

pull up to the left and right of us cops get out one of them swings his 

night stick at Colt and that was it he went down. I got a few feet from 

him and out of nowhere whack! I go to the ground and as there beating 

the shit out me; I look over and Colt isn’t moving. One of them yells 

how old are you”? I reply 15! It was right before my 16th birthday. 

 They immediately stopped grabbed me by my shirt and pulled me to 

my feet. They take my info cuff me and throw me in the back of the car 

and take me to the precinct. On the way there one of the cops said they 

had to take your partner to the hospital. We get to the precinct and 

they sit me by an open window. It was freezing! Here I am sitting in 

here dried blood, ripped shirt, and shivering. Some cop was nice 

enough to take pity on me and close the window. I thanked him a few 

minutes later he bought me a soda with a candy bar and started to 

lecture me about life. Later that night they brought me to Spofford 

juvenile center. That morning my Aunt came with my mother to pick 

me up and before I could get to the car they started slapping me .What 

the hell’s the, matter with you? You want to wind up in prison? You 

better smarten up! A couple of months later we had to go to court. We 



went with Colt’s dad because my mother didn’t drive. Im standing in 

front of the judge with my public offender and the judge says did you 

enjoy your birthday Mr. Lorne? I said yes Judge. He said you’re lucky 

you weren’t 16 when this happened or you would be going to prison 

today. I was put on probation. I come out of the court room with a 

stupid smirk on my face and Colt’s fathers said get that stupid fucking 

smirk off your face! In all the years I knew him which was like from 2nd 

grade he never spoke to me like that. Looking back as I write this at 48 

years old I’ll never forget how small and embarrassed I felt for those 

few minutes. Unfortunately It was still quite a few years before I did 

smarten up,, 


